
 

 

 

                      Instructions and information 

for the KA-SG01A imp. gas tappet 

 
 

 
 
The KA-SG01A is an improved gas piston designed to be less prone to fouling and plastic build-up than 

the factory component.  Although regular cleaning is still necessary, the KA-SG01A is capable of going up to 1000-
2000+ rounds without cleaning if needed.  The piston also boosts cycling strength which greatly improves reliability, 
even with “low brass” ammo. 

 
Note: Read the entire instructions before proceeding.  There is useful information throughout this 
guide and it is helpful to know all aspects of the procedure before starting the installation. 
 

STEP 1: Unload the firearm and remove the bolt carrier assembly.  It is important that a firearm is safe 
before attempting any repairs or modifications. 

 
STEP 2: Push in the detent on the gas setting cap and unscrew the gas plug completely.  When the cap is 
removed you will see the tappet inside the gas block bore.  At this time you can point the barrel downward 
and the tappet should fall out.  Some cleaning/brushing may be needed to free the tappet if its bore is 
fouled.  Inserting a dowel (and a mallet, if needed) in from the breech end of the gas tube can help push the 
tappet out. 
 
STEP 3: Thoroughly clean the gas block bore to remove any fouling or debris.  Special attention should be 
given to the area toward the front of the bore where the cap threads in since excess fouling around the gas 
ports tends to accumulate there. 

 
STEP 4: Remove the KA-SG01A from its wrapper with the recessed (dished) face pointing forward towards 
the gas plug.  The flat side of the tappet should be the side that contacts the op-rod on the bolt carrier. 
 
STEP 5: Ensure that the tappet moves relatively freely in the bore.  The KA-SG01A is designed to fit 
approximately .0005” closer tolerance than the OEM part, so it may be a little less “sloppy” than the factory 
tappet.  If the KA-SG01A does not want to move freely, contact KA tech support for assistance. 
 
STEP 6: Re-install the gas plug by threading it in completely then unscrewing it to the desired setting (1 or 
2 depending on type of ammo you are using).  Your Saiga may now be loaded and test-fired.  Fire one 
round, then confirm that the bolt carrier has returned fully forward under its own power (gun is “in 
battery”).  This confirms that everything is installed correctly and nothing is binding/dragging.  Fire 5 
rounds, and recheck.  Do this for the first 25 rounds, which completes the break-in process and will have 
removed any fouling missed in Step 3. 
 
STEP 7: After the 25rd break-in period, unload the firearm, remove the gas setting cap and KA-SG01A, and 
clean the bore and KA-SG01A (brass brushes work well).  Reassemble (Steps 4-6) and your Saiga is now 
ready for use.  Regular cleaning is recommended every 500-1000 rounds, however, the KA-SG01A is 
designed to run over 2000 rounds if needed.  Results will vary depending on ammunition used, some shells 
produce abnormal amounts of fouling. 

 
 
 
If you have any technical questions related to the use or installation of the KA-SG01A, contact us 

Mon-Sat 9AM-7PM at 615-568-7901 or via email at tech@kingarmory.com.  As with all KA products, the 
heavy-duty KA-SG01A unit is covered by our lifetime “No BS” warranty, if it fails or wears out we’ll replace 
it, no matter how many rounds have been through it and regardless of whether you are the original 
purchaser or not.  Thank you for your business and for supporting American jobs and technology. 
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